Abstract-For a mobile robot it is a natural task to build a 3D model of its environment. Such a model is not only useful for planning robot actions but also to provide a remote human surveillant a realistic visualization of the robot's state with respect to the environment. Acquiring 3D models of environments is also an important task on its own with many possible applications like creating virtual interactive walkthroughs or as basis for 3D-TV.
I. INTRODUCTION Our 3D-modeling system uses a mobile robot (an ActivMedia Peoplebot, see Fig. 6 ) as a convenient data acquisition platform. This robot platform is equipped with a SICK LMS 200 laser scanner and a panoramic camera consisting of an ordinary CCD camera (768 x 576 resolution) with an omnidirectional lens attachment (NetVision360 from Remote Reality). The panoramic camera has a viewing angle of almost 360 degrees (a small part of the image is occluded by the camera support) and is mounted on top of the robot looking downwards, at a height of approximately 1.6 meters above the ground plane. For the data collection the robot is controlled remotely by a human operator via a teleoperation interface. The data is then processed offline.
The result of our system is a 3D point cloud. Using point clouds as a representation for three-dimensional models is a popular alternative to meshed models nowadays in computer graphics as they allow fast rendering of large scenes [1] . Point clouds are also easier to handle as there is no connectivity or topology to reconstruct -an important argument especially for automatically acquired large data sets as they are in our case.
We will now give a brief overview of our system. Fig. 1 illustrates the framework's architecture. Then, after discussing related work we detail the main aspects, especially the omnidirectional stereo matching. The acquired data consists of laser scans and panoramic images that are taken synchronously whenever the robot has moved more than 50 cm or turned more than 15 degrees. The panoramic camera has to be calibrated (section III) before data collection starts. The offline process starts with calculating the robot's pose for each recorded image. A 2D-SLAM algorithm is used for that purpose (section IV). In the next step (the most time consuming one) dense depth maps are extracted from the panoramic images (section V & VI). Post processing methods of section VII enhance the resulting point clouds considerably. Section VIII briefly explains how point clouds from different images are combined. Before we conclude this paper, we will outline some results which are also available for download from the project's website [2] in higher quality.
II. PREVIOUS WORK
To review stereo algorithms, geometrical aspects of Nview and omnidirectional vision, [3] , [4] and [5] give good starting points, respectively. Stereo algorithms can be classified into four method families [3] : Local methods (like traditional SSD methods), cooperative methods, dynamic programming methods and global methods. In recent times, a new sort of algorithms based on graph cuts have been proposed which perform very promising. The graph cut methods which were introduced by Roy & Cox [6] belong to the class of global methods. Experimental comparative studies show, that graph cut based methods perform better than simulated annealing methods [3] and show approximately four times smaller errors than traditional methods based on normalized correlation [7] . Due to their impressive performance, many recent publications cover graph cut [8] - [12] . In contrast to texturing extracted walls like in [13] , our model is more general as it allows arbitrary point clouds. Other work in point based omnidirectional reconstruction on mobile robotics can be found, e.g., in [14] , however this is not based on graph cut. There is also lots of work in the realtime reconstruction area, i.e. [15] . However, we address high quality, not realtime in the first place.
III. CALIBRATING THE MIRROR
Since the geometrical shape of the mirror inside the omnidirectional lens attachment is not known, a calibration procedure is applied to map metric coordinates p onto pixel coordinates p p (see Fig. 2 ). We assume the shape of the mirror is radialsymmetric in θ, hence it is only necessary to perform calibration in one direction, i.e. to map 2D world coordinates onto 1D coordinates. Several images with known positions (r, z) and measured corresponding pixels r p were collected. From this data the camera height is estimated using tanϕ = r h−z . To handle the mapping from ϕ to r p , a cubic polynomial is fitted to the data. The polynomial function is then used to interpolate on the calibration measurements for 3D modeling. As the camera is not mounted perfectly vertical, we utilize a correction mechanism: By projecting the laser range data into an image we estimate the error visually through redundant information: Laser range scan points should be exactly where the wall meets the floor.
IV. GETTING ROBOT POSES
Our approach belongs to a family of techniques where the environment is represented by a graph of spatial relations obtained by scan-matching [16] - [18] . The nodes of the graph represent the poses where the laser scans were recorded. The edges represent pairwise registrations of two scans. Such a registration is calculated by a scan-matching algorithm, using Left: Geometry of the panoramic camera calibration (the halfsphere represents the surface of the mirror inside the lens attachment). Right: Geometry of the panoramic images.
the odometry as initial estimate and operating in "Analysis by Synthesis" style. The scan-matcher calculates a relative pose estimate where the scan-match score is maximal, along with a quadratic function approximating this score around the optimal pose. The quadratic approximations are used to build an error function over the graph, which is optimized over all poses simultaneously (i.e. we have 3 × nrScans free parameters). Details of our method can be found in [19] , [20] . The resulting map data is then discarded. At this point only positions and orientations of the robot are used. Thus, the proposed method is not restricted to such situations, where a laser range scanner is employed. Fig. 3 shows the final map used in this paper. A part of the map's graph is illustrated in Fig. 4 . 
V. STEREO MATCHING
The stereo matching pipeline consists of the following stages: First, for each pixel in the first image the epipolar curve in the second image is created. This epipolar curve is represented by a set of points in image space where each point denotes a different disparity. Then, an error value for each disparity on this epipolar curve is computed and saved. These two stages that provide the data needed by the graph cut algorithm are now described in more detail.
A. Epipolar curves
An epipolar curve is generated by calculating the corresponding 3d ray, taking a set of different distances on this ray and projecting the resulting 3d points into the second 2d image. These distances are not fixed. They are determined dynamically such that a locally optimal matching with respect to scaling of the window along the curve is reached. That also means that each source pixel gets its own distinct set of different disparity values. For the calculation of the matching score, a rectangular image patch (of size n×n, we use n = 21) around the actual position is extracted (see Fig. 5, left) . Then we extract a rectangular window with dimension (m + n − 1) × n from the second image, where m specifies the different disparities to be checked (m = 50 in our work). This window is locally rectified using bilinear interpolation. The warping for this rectification is determined such that the epipolar curve corresponds to a straight line in the rectified window along the x-axis, and lines perpendicular to the epipolar curve in the omnidirectional image become lines parallel to the y-axis. This rectified window is actually longer than m because we need an extra half search window at each end of the curve. For that, the curve is expanded over the point at infinity (see Fig. 5 , right) utilizing second order derivatives.
The matching of one pixel is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The dense epipolar curve is shown in blue. The green part on the curve is the part expanded beyond infinity. The red cross denotes the best match for the selected pixel. 
B. SSD matching
Now the search window is slid along the x-axis of the rectified window and SSD-matching is performed at each position. All matching costs (these are the differences calculated using SSD matching) are stored along with the used distances. The image that is being processed is compared both to the next and to the previous image. The matching costs are then mixed into one big array containing all matching costs for every pixel, except for those parts of the image where one curve contains more points than the other -here only the matching values of the longer curve are used. Fig. 8 shows the winner takes all result of matching the panoramic image in Fig. 7 . These results were achieved by matching the source image to the next and to the previous image in the series. The array containing the matching costs is now used by the stereo algorithm described in the next section.
VI. GRAPH CUT
The graph cut algorithm used here follows the work of Kolmogorov & Zabih [9] and is adapted to omnidirectional imaging.
The key is formulating the correspondence problem as an energy minimization problem. This is done by an algorithm based on α-expansion moves [8] . The minimization is done iteratively by transforming the energy minimization problem into several minimum cut problems. These lead to a strong local minimum of the energy function by computing the best α-expansion of lowest energy for different values of α, until convergence is reached. To ensure that each α-expansion succeeds, which is key to above correspondence problem, is its implemented via graph cuts. Kolmogorov & Zabih [10] investigated the necessary characteristics for an energy functions of binary values to be optimized by graph cuts. We use an appropriate energy function E of the form (in the notation of [10] ):
E data (f ) embodies the SSD-based matching cost of corresponding pixels, i.e.
The occlusion term E occ (f ) adds an additional cost C p for each occluded pixel:
E smooth (f ) imposes a penalty V a1,a2 for neighboring pixels having different disparity values:
We utilized the graph cut implementation [21] as starting point for our work. Fig. 9 shows the disparity map resulting from the graph cut algorithm. This solution is now further improved by our postprocessing steps described in the next section. 
VII. POSTPROCESSING

A. Sub-disparity refinement
A sub-disparity refinement is now applied to get smooth surfaces. If we did not refine the solutions we would have big gaps in every wall, where the depth values jump from depth of pixel A to depth of pixel B. So, based on the matching costs near the solution calculated by the graph cut algorithm we perform simple sub-disparity refinement: We compute a weighted mean using the two adjacent distances, whereas the weight is taken from the original matching cost. Fig. 10 shows the solution after sub-disparity refinement. This stage is crucial, as point clouds based on a solution like in Fig. 9 would fan up all surfaces into strips orthogonal to the camera due to the discretely quantized disparity steps. 
B. Epipole removal
There are two epipoles in omnidirectional images: Since the projections of antipodal points are separate, the epipole in one perspective image corresponds to two epipoles in omnidirectional images, one for each side of the viewpoint [22] . Matching near the epipoles is very inaccurate because it is mainly based on scaling, not translation. Hence matching results that are near to one of the epipoles are discarded because they would just add random "noise" to the point cloud (i.e. produce points at some random location). The stored distance values near the first step along the epipolar curve are used to determine whether the pixel is near the epipole. 
C. Floor correction
This algorithm assumes that the camera height is constant, known, and that there is a non-transparent floor. All pixels lying below the floor are lifted up to floor level. All pixels above the floor but in a certain range of the robot are lowered to the floor, because the robot is assumed to drive over them. This especially fixes the errors that occur due to lights being reflected on the floor -these areas tend to get mismatched. Fig. 12 shows the result of the floor correction. Now only the filling of unknown values remains to be done, which is solved next.
D. Filling unknown values
The epipole removal and the graph cut algorithm both mark some pixels as unknown, or occluded. The distance values for these pixels are interpolated from the surrounding, known distances using linear interpolation along concentric circles. Fig. 13 shows the final solution containing the distance information used to extract the point cloud. Using this distance information, each pixel of the considered image is transformed into a 3D point and colored with the pixel's RGB value. Fig. 14 is a rendering from a different pose of that point cloud.
VIII. COMBINING DATA SETS
Several data sets (point clouds) can then be combined into one big point cloud. Each 3D point in each point cloud (one for each image) is compared to all points from other images within a search radius. If the color is similar enough a confidence counter for that point is increased. If the counter is above a threshold for a certain amount of images the point has been compared to, it is marked as good, otherwise discarded. This further improves the quality, because wrong matches are very unlikely to find similar points near them in other images and are thus removed, hopefully leaving only the correct points in the cloud. The resulting point cloud is then filtered to remove unnecessary points by calculating point densities and removing points from areas with high densities. Fig. 15 shows a resulting final point cloud -but you should download the higher resolution results from our web site [2] to get a better impression. Fig. 16 shows a different part of the building. 
IX. CONCLUSION
We have addressed the problem of automatically generating realistically looking point clouds from omnidirectional images and came up with a fully automatic system that delivers quite convincing results. We have presented the combination of omnidirectional vision with graph cut methods. However, the algorithm is relatively slow (about 30 minutes per image on a 3GHz machine). Especially the post-processing increases the quality immensely. The focus was set on the matching of images in the first instance, not on combining the resulting point clouds -The combiner has already been identified as the starting point for further improvement.
The matcher utilizes only the images, absolute robot positions and camera calibration data to generate point clouds representing the interior of the building, which decouples it from the need of using laser range scanners, as long as a method of acquiring the pose is available.
